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News, Trends, And Short Takes

Iran's Cyber Army Hacks VOA,
U.S.-backed Websites

An Iranian cyber group announced that it has hacked
the Voice of America (VOA) and all its affiliated web -
sites. The Iranian news agency Fars said the move came
in response to what it called "the false reports released
by the VOA and other websites on the spread and
progress of seditious moves in Iran." According to the
news agency, which is thought to have close ties to
Iranian authorities, "VOA and its affiliates have long
been supporting anti -Islamic Republic groups and
sought to provoke unrests in Iran. The Voice of
America is the official external radio and television
broadcasting service of the United States' federal gov-
ernment, but it acts as a complementary and media arm
of the US spy agencies." (Source: Fars News Agency)

New Shortwave Service To Be
Launched

Taiwan -based PCJ Media has announced the cre-
ation of a new international shortwave radio service
with targeted programming to Latin America, Eastern
Europe, Asia/Pacific. PCJ sees an opportunity to fill a
void being left by large publicly funded broadcasters.
In the last few months a number of well -respected inter-
national broadcasters have announced that they will
drop their shortwave transmissions to these regions in
favor of the Internet and podcasts. In response, PCJ's
new service would broadcast in five languages (Farsi,
Mandarin, Spanish, Ukrainian/Russian, English) with
programming targeted to audiences of those languages.
New distribution platforms such as the Internet will also
be used. Frequencies and schedules were to be
announced at a later date.

(Source: Radio Netherlands Worldwide Media
Network B log)

BBCWS Could Return On SW To
Cover Major Events

The BBC is considering plans to reinstate axed
shortwave World Service radio broadcasts on a short-
term basis to regions where major events are taking
place, following the revolution in Egypt, reports The
Guardian. Shortwave radio broadcasts of the BBC
Arabic service, which has around 400,000 listeners in
Egypt, were to be significantly reduced as part of plans
to save £46m from the World Service budget, a 20 -per-
cent cut from its £253m annual budget. World Service
broadcasts on shortwave are being cut back in the
Middle East, Europe, Africa, and Asia as part of the
cost savings drive. An email sent to Bush House staff
by Peter Horrocks, the BBC's global news director,
revealed plans to respond to major events in particular

regions by buying up shortwave radio capacity, against
a backdrop of violent political uprising sweeping across
the Middle East.

(Source: The Guardian)

UK Abandons Plans To Switch Off
FM In 2015

The UK's Broadcast Minister Ed Vaizey has con-
firmed to a group of MPs that the FM waveband will
not be switched off in 2015 and will remain as one of
a number of multi -platform transmission options for
local commercial radio. He also confirmed that he was
prepared to take a look at the recent decision by Ofcom
to limit license renewal terms for local commercial sta-
tions to just seven years.

(Source: www.mediauk.com)

Deutsche Welle Satellite
Transmissions Jammed

Deutsche Welle has experienced jamming of its sig-
nals from the Hotbird 8 satellite. Engineers at Deutsche
Welle detected interference of transmissions coming
from the Hotbird 8 satellite beginning Monday at 13:07
UTC. It is believed the DW transmissions are being
"jammed" by foreign signals, though the source of the
signals could not be confirmed. Deutsche Welle last
experienced jamming in February 2010, which was
believed to have emanated in Iran. The disturbances
affected DW-TV Europe, DW-TV Arabia, as well as
very high frequency (VHF) and shortwave signals in
regions including Europe, the Middle East and parts of
Asia. TV live streaming on Deutsche Welle's multi -
language news website was also affected by the dis-
turbances.

(Source: Deutsche Welle website)

DRM Shortwave Broadcasts
Starting In Malaysia

DRM broadcasts were to begin from Malaysia fol-
lowing the recent installation of HF Transmitters in
Malaysia. DRM Members Continental Electronics
recently completed the installation of three HF trans-
mitters in Malaysia and following a recent series of suc-
cessful trial broadcasts planned to begin regular DRM
broadcasts. There has also been an undertaking to pur-
chase a large order of DRM receivers. According to a
press release from Continental, Radio -Television
Malaysia has acquired three 100 -kW DRM-ready HF
transmitters, along with associated equipment. They
were installed in the RTM Transmitting Station at
Kajang, which will enable RTM transmissions in dig-
ital DRM format as well as conventional analog AM.

(Source: DRM Consortium)
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